CA2k 2k DCI Compliant
Portable Cinema Kit
For rental and events
The CA2k is a complete, boxed DCI compliant Digital cinema projection system in a
box. Suitable for quick set up and stand - alone operation, the system comes
complete with a 3D ready projector, a DCI server with typically 3TB storage, a
Dolby or equivalent 5.1 or 7.1 D cinema sounds processor and an alternative
content processor suitable to interface with external non-DCI inputs such as
satellites, Blu Ray players, PCs and other digital and analogue sources. Tying the
whole system together is a wireless network and portable PC.
The unit ships in three parts, making it extremely portable and a (hard) one or
(easy) two person shift. The parts are
- DCI 2k projector, typically a Barco DP2k10SX or Christie CP2kS, suitable for
screen of up to 12m and 20m respectively
- A main rack, shown here with the projector sitting on it, complete with server,
network, sound processor and all cabling etc
- A universal dolly, wheeled and suitable for moving both the projector and
server rack
Within the rack are patch field inputs and outputs, a universal touch screen, mains
distribution and self contained cabling allowing the unit to be used almost anywhere
with the projector either attached or remotely.

1000mm

or
155mm

Options include 3D, amplifiers, speakers and indoor
outdoor screens. Available fully staffed and
delivered or for dry hire. Call for long and short
term rates

1079mm

The unit is perfect for anywhere wanting DCI or high end HD 2D or 3D projection for
short to medium term hire. It is also perfect for non-cinema operations for event
organizers wanting the highest quality HD images from any source. Typical
applications include
- Film festivals
- One-off screenings in non DCI venues
- Back up or emergency use in cinemas
- Events
- Large outdoor screenings
- Effects and advertising

OUTLINE SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions
As drawn + 610mm deep
Resolution
DCI compliant 2k (4k on demand)
Lamp
2k or 4k - screens up to 12 or 20m
Power
16A single phase (unit has ammeter inbuit to allow 13A short term use)
32A 3P for larger screens
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